
 SWEETNESS IS IN THE AIR 

The Original American Pancake. 
Just press OK.

Distributed in Europe by Valgarda srl 



THE MACHINE

POPCAKE® MACHINE is the world’s 
first automatic pancake making machine.

This robust machine meets the demands of today’s commercial 
foodservice and hospitality industry.

The machine uses single-phase standard power supply. Weighing less 
than 23 kilograms and standing less than 40cm tall, this compact unit 
fits great with every breakfast buffet or commercial kitchen.

The machine is easily converted to a front-of-house / buffet counter version. 
It is operated by robust yet simple software allowing the foodservice 
operator to adjust pancake size, pancake color and pancake stack-size 
quantity.

Made from food grade stainless steel, the POPCAKE® MACHINE is cool to 
the touch ensuring the safety of operators and guests alike.

Unlike conventional pancake frying, POPCAKE® patented 
cooking technology creates a 97% fat-free 
pancake while maintaining all of the taste 
and texture of traditional pancakes. 
Eliminates the use of extractor hoods.

WARMER TURNTABLE 

This amazing new addition is specifically designed to fit 
perfectly along side the Popcake® Machine. Thanks to its 
special warming bulb, pancakes are kept warm 
for up to 20-25 minutes and always 
ready for guests on its rotating 
turntable. The Warmer Turntable 
reduces queues and waiting times 
while increasing guest satisfaction.

Dim. W 34,06 cm x D 34,06 cm x H 39,05 cm



The only preparation needed is to add water and shake! Once shaken, the bag is 
loaded into the POPCAKE® MACHINE and is ready to go. As the batter only has 
minimal contact with the machine cleaning is easy and minimal for the food 
service operator.

Guests also find the machine easy to use. A simple press of the “OK” button will 
will dispense fresh hot pancakes in under a minute. The see-through window 
allows guests to see their pancake cooking!

The dry Mix is only required to be stored at room temperature (no cool room 
needed) and has a shelf-life of 15 months. Once water is added the batter should 
be used within 8 hours.

POPCAKE® SWEET MIX bags: 

Robust and shock-resistant 

Have a certified HACCP valve that ensures product freshness 
and prevents bacterial contamination 

Specifically designed for the POPCAKE® MACHINE 

Zero waste

POPCAKE® SWEET MIX comes in conveniently prepared  
and easy to use 730g double-lined bags. 

THE MIX



Valgarda offers many different ways 
to taste pancakes.

From the classic combination of maple syrup to delicious hazelnut cream 
or even jams dispensed from our very own smart and hygienic dispensers. 
Everyone can enjoy pancakes their own way in a matter of seconds... full on 
taste, zero waste.
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EASY TO USE


